
PIEDMONT AND LIGURIA TOUR
7 nights | 8 days - Tour in Italy 

Piedmont land of snow capped mountains,
castles, truffles and vineyards, where
some of Italy’s finest wines are produced.
Liguria land of world-famous beaches,
rocky, magnificent coastline, enchanting
countryside, coloured villages, flowers
and history.

Day 1) TURIN 
Arrival at Turin airport, collect your car and
transfer to your hotel. Time to settle in. Rest
of the day at leisure. Overnight in Turin.

Day 2) TURIN
After the breakfast at the hotel, your tour
voyage of discovery begins with a private
city tour. Turin from 1861 to 1865, was the
first capital of unified Italy and it is now
the undisputed capital of Italy’s
automobile and design industry. There
are more than forty museums in Turin

such as the museum in which the Holy
Shroud is displayed or the Museo
Nazionale della Montagna “Duca degli
Abruzzi”, the Egyptian Museum, in the
Palazzo dell’Accademia delle Scienze, that
is the second largest in the world, after
that in Cairo. Turin is famous for both its
coffee culture and for the production of
chocolate: a delicacy to which a soon-to-
open museum at Porta Palazzo will be
entirely devoted. As of July 2000, one of
the symbols of Turin, the imposing Mole
Antonelliana, has housed the city’s
National Cinema Museum. The rest of the
day is free. Overnight stay in Turin.

Day 3) ASTI, MONFERRATO AREA 
After breakfast and checkout, your
exclusive tour begins. Just a few
kilometres South of Turin, Asti is one of
Piedmont’s most elegant cities, famous

for its magnificent tower houses, superb
wines and spectacular Palio horse race.
Departure for the Monferrato hills, stop
at the regional Winery of Acqui Terme to
visit the ancient cellars with their
collection of traditional tools and
instruments. Free time to visit the
magnificent centre of Acqui Terme.
Departure to Alba. Arrival at the hotel,
check-in. The rest of the day is free.
Overnight in Alba area.
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Day 4) ALBA, LANGHE,
ROERO AREA 

Day 6) THE CINQUE TERRE 
Breakfast and check out. Departure for
the Cinque Terre. Between Punta Cavo di
Montenero and Punta Mesco there are
the famous Cinque Terre, a unique
geographical area, rich in tiny peninsulas
and bays. The Cinque Terre are
Monterosso, Vernazza, Coniglia, Manarola
and Riomaggiore. The towns have an
ancient agricultural tradition and in order
to protect the spectacular terraces of
many kilometers in length, the area has
now been designated the National Nature
Reserve of the Cinque Terre. In 1997 the
area was awarded World Heritage status
by UNESCO. The area bordering the sea
is also protected, providing excellent
opportunities for deep sea diving. Arrival
in Monterosso, wander around this lovely
old fishing village, once the refuge of
poets and writers. Move to Riomaggiore,
visit this little characteristic village, town
of colourful houses, narrow lanes, hidden
alleyways, porticoes and incredibly steep
flights of steps. Departure for Manarola.
Visit the centre of the city with its
traditional pink houses. Departure to your
hotel in the Riviera area and overnight
stay.

Day 7) PORTOFINO, CAMOGLI, SANTA
MARGHERITA LIGURE 

After breakfast, departure for the pearls of
the Ligurian Riviera: Portofino, Camogli,
Santa Margherita Ligure and many others.
The route winds through dense greenery,
across rocky promontories, past little
villages. The first stop is the resort of
Bogliasco with its brightly coloured
dwellings. Further down the coast, and a
short distance from the Roman road

Aurelia, is the village of Pieve Ligure, not
far from which is the famous Oratory of St.
Anthony Abbot. The Aurelia road leads to
Recco which is not a typical Ligurian town.
Having been extensively bombed in 1944,
it was almost entirely rebuilt. Known as
Liguria's "gastronomic capital", Recco is
famous for its focaccia filled with cheese.
In Camogli, your next stop, another
unusual festival is held - a fish festival
which is a great attraction. The hillsides
above Camogli abound with flowers and
herbs, rosemary, thyme and rue (rutacea)
and it may be that rue, the most important
herbs in medieval times, that gave the
village of Ruta above Camogli its name.
Continuing down the coast along the
beautiful Tigullio Gulf you leave the Aurelia
to visit Santa Margherita, a famous resort
for many years. There are tree lined
boulevards and large hotels, craft shops,
colourful houses beside a lively harbour.
And finally to finish, two contrasting Italys
- the exclusive, ritzy, glitzy playground of
the rich that is Portofino and the Nature
Park, a promontory with one of Italy's most
fabulously beautiful stretches of coastline
- the Monte di Portofino Park. Departure
to Genoa. Arrival at your hotel. Time to
settle in. Overnight stay.

Day 8) DEPARTURE
After breakfast, checkout and transfer to
Genoa International Airport for your
return flight.

INCLUSIONS:

•  7 nights’ accommodation in
double/single room 

• Daily breakfast
•  Visits with private guides in Turin 

(half day), Asti (half day) and Alba (half 
day)

•  Admission charges for Turin (Mole 
Antonelliana and Royal Palace) 

Visit of the enchanting city of Alba. Alba is 
both the capital of Langhe and the Italian 
white truffle capital. It is here, that a world 
famous truffle festival has been held, since 
1929. South of Alba, is Roddi, a charming 
little town which more than merits a visit, if 
only to see its splendid 11th century castle. 
Built in the highest part of the historic centre, 
the stronghold has recently been included in 
a selected group of eight castles within the 
area of Langhe and Roero, known as I 
Castelli Doc.  Continue on visiting another of 
the I Castelli Doc: Grinzane Cavour Castle 
became a symbol of the Langa del Barolo 
after Count Benso transformed it into a 
production base for the great wines of 
Langa. We suggest a visit of this castle that 
is now an important wine museum and an 
ethnographic museum which illustrates the 
local farming traditions. It is also home of the 
Piedmont Regional Winery,  taste some of 
the wines from Langa and Roero. Overnight 
in Alba area. 

Day 5) THE GULF OF POETS,
PORTOVENERE, LERICI 

Breakfast and checkout. Departure for 
Portovenere. Arrival at your hotel, check-
in and relax. Take a stroll in the fascinating 
centre, with its multi-coloured houses and 
medieval streets. Explore the tiny 
traditional shops or enjoy an ice-cream at 
the famous Bar Lamia. In the afternoon 
departure for Lerici, along the scenic route 
bordering the sea; visit the colourful and 
lively centre with free time to wander 
around the craftsmen’s workshops and the 
stalls selling fresh fish. Departure to your 
hotel in Riviera area. 
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